Software transactional memory (STM) has proven to be a useful abstraction for developing concurrent applications, where programmers denote transactions with an atomic construct that delimits a collection of reads and writes to shared mutable references. The runtime system then guarantees that all transactions are observed to execute atomically with respect to each other. Traditionally, when the runtime system detects that one transaction conflicts with another, it aborts one of the transactions and restarts its execution from the beginning. This can lead to problems with both execution time and throughput.
Introduction
Software transactional memory (STM) [ST95, HM93] allows programmers to mark sections of code as transactional using an atomic language construct (or using suitable library support). The runtime system then guarantees that modifications of shared references within transactions happen atomically with respect to other concurrently running transactions. Using STM instead of other synchronization methods such as mutex locks substantially simplifies the development of concurrent applications, avoiding common pitfalls such as deadlocks.
There are many different ways to enforce atomicity for STM. In this work, we build on an algorithm that uses lazy versioning, meaning that updates to shared references are not visible to other threads until the end of the transaction. In this scheme, the runtime system maintains a thread-local log recording which references were read from and written to within a transaction. When a thread writes to a reference, rather than modifying memory directly, it creates a local copy of the reference and records the written value on the copy. At the end of the transaction, the thread validates its log and if no conflicts are detected, it commits all of the local copies to the global store. If a conflict is detected, then it throws away the log and restarts the transaction from the beginning.
One issue that is under active research is that of fairness. Consider a situation where there are some threads executing long transactions and other threads that are executing short transactions that conflict with the long transactions. The threads executing the short transactions will complete sooner, giving them a higher probability of successfully validating and committing. These commits will then invalidate the long running transactions causing them to frequently abort. This issue has been addressed in the past by using contention managers [SDMS09] , but not without imposing significant overheads.
In many compilers for functional languages, it is common to perform a continuation-passing-style (CPS) transformation to enable further optimizations. Additionally, it has been shown that continuations can be used to elegantly express concurrent programming [Wan80, Shi97, RRX09] and serves as a fundamental component of the Manticore scheduling infrastructure [FRR08] . In this work we make use of first-class continuations to restore execution of invalid transactions at the point of the first conflict, rather than always resuming execution at the beginning of the transaction. In practice, this avoids redundant work that has not been compromised by another thread, allowing threads to complete more quickly and increase throughput.
The idea of partially aborting transactions has been previously attempted in the context of C [KH08] . However, in order to capture a continuation in a non-CPS-converted language, the stack must be copied, which has linear complexity in both space and time. This makes capturing continuations at a fine granularity far too expensive. In order to deal with this, they require the programmer to manually insert "checkpoints," where continuations are to be captured. During the validation process, execution for aborted transactions returns to the latest valid checkpoint in the transaction. Even with manual checkpointing, the authors show a degradation in performance on both benchmarks presented due to the high overhead of stack copying.
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context on the stack, it invokes the return continuation with its result. This return continuation is often thought of as "the rest of the program," as it contains everything that is to happen next. The sort of checkpointing previously described can be implemented very efficiently by saving the return continuation when a transactional reference is read from and stored in the log. When a conflict is detected during validation, the program state can then simply be restored by invoking the continuation found in the log. What previously took linear time and space in a direct style language can now be done in constant time and space. This paper makes the following contributions:
• We present an extension of the Transactional Locking II algorithm, a modern, high performance STM algorithm, to partiallyabort transactions.
• We identify a significant overhead in garbage collection due to live captured continuations and present a scheme to bound the number of continuations held to a constant factor.
• We formalize the semantics of STM that performs partial aborts and give a machine checked proof, using the Coq proof assistant, that it yields equivalent final program states to a similar implementation that performs full aborts.
• We present a detailed evaluation covering a number of standard benchmarks common to the STM community. Results indicate that the overhead of capturing continuations to support partial aborts is negligible and can yield substantial performance improvements.
Baseline STM
We begin by describing the baseline full abort reference implementation that we later extend in Section 5. The full abort algorithm that we compare against is based on the Transactional Locking II (TL2) algorithm [DSS06] . TL2 is one of the top performing implementations of STM and is commonly used in evaluating new STM algorithms [DR14, BBA15, ZHCB15] . The main novelty of TL2 is its use of a global version clock for eagerly detecting conflicts and ensuring atomicity. In this system, threads perform an atomic increment of the global version clock at the beginning of each transaction. This version number is referred to as the read version for the transaction and is used for detecting references that have been altered since the start of the transaction. Additionally, each reference has a version number and a lock; the version number indicates when the reference was last updated. When a thread writes to a reference, it performs its write on a thread local copy that it maintains in its write set. When reading from a reference, the thread first consults its write set to check if it has already made updates to the reference. If so, it reads the value of its most recent update to the reference from its write set. If no local copy exists, then it checks that the version number associated with the reference is older than the read version it received at the beginning of the transaction and that the reference's lock is not held. If these checks succeed, then it records the fact that it read from the reference in its read set. If the version number associated with the reference is newer than the read version or the reference's lock is held, then the log is discarded and the transaction is aborted and restarted.
When committing a transaction, the thread first acquires the locks associated with each reference that it wrote. If any locks cannot be acquired, then the transaction is aborted in order to avoid deadlock. After all locks are acquired, the read set is validated by checking again that for each reference read, the version number associated with the reference is older than the read version received at the beginning of the transaction. If any are out of date, then the write locks are released and the transaction is aborted. If the read Figure 1 . Syntax set is successfully validated, then an atomic increment of the global version clock is performed to retrieve a new version number that is referred to as the write version for the transaction. Lastly, for each local copy in the write set, the value is written to the corresponding reference, the write version is written into the version number associated with the reference, and the lock is released.
This approach has received much praise for its ability to provide a strong guarantee known as opacity [GK08] at a very low performance cost. Opacity is a property that was proposed for STM that requires three conditions hold:
1. For each committed transaction, all operations must appear to the rest of the system as if they were performed as one atomic operation.
2. Threads can not observe any operation performed by an aborted transaction.
3. Every transaction must always maintain a consistent view of memory.
As an example of opacity at work, consider the following program:
val get : 'a STM.tref -> 'a = STM.get val atomic : (unit -> 'a) -> 'a = STM.atomic fun trans() = let val x = get tref1 val y = get tref1 in if x = y then () else infiniteLoop() end val _ = atomic trans
In this example, atomic takes a function of type unit -> 'a that is run atomically and get returns the value of a tref. As mentioned previously, every time a read is performed, the thread checks that the version associated with the tref is older than the version number it received at the start of its transaction. If not, then the transaction is aborted. If this check were not performed, then it is possible that in the above example, tref1 is modified in between the two reads, changing its value, and causing this to go into an infinite loop. However, with eager conflict detection, a conflict would be detected at the second read, and the transaction would be aborted. By enforcing opacity, users are given a much more intuitive notion of atomicity with which to work.
Semantics
We extend the baseline full abort algorithm with the ability to partially abort transactions by resuming execution at the point of a conflict, rather than always resuming execution at the beginning of the transaction. We first present a formal semantics of our exten-C; H; T →x C ; H ; T x ∈ {full, partial, replay} sion and then give a detailed description of the implementation in Section 5. Figure 1 gives the syntax of the language. Values include lambda expressions, transactional reference locations, and the unit value.
Syntax
Expressions include values, variables, function application, transactional dereference, update, allocation, spawning threads, and atomic sections. Note that the inatomic expression form is an intermediate form denoting a running transaction and is not part of the surface language. Evaluation contexts are entirely conventional. A heap is a mapping of transactional reference locations to values paired with a version number; we do not explicitly model a transactional reference's lock in the semantics. A thread pool is a collection of threads, where each thread maintains some transactional info. The transactional info can either be empty (denoted by ·), if the thread is not currently in a transaction, or be a triple containing the read version, a log, and the initial expression that the transaction is executing. Note that the initial expression is not used for the partial abort semantics, but is used for the full abort semantics. A transactional log contains two kinds of mappings, one which maps locations to values that were written, and one that maps locations to evaluation contexts indicating where to resume execution if the location read from is found to be invalid.
Partial Abort Operational Semantics
In order to prove the correctness of performing partial aborts, we relate our partial abort semantics to the original full abort baseline semantics. Many rules are shared by the partial abort semantics and the full abort semantics (and an auxiliary replay semantics to be introduced in Section 3.4), so we have factored out all of the common rules to a generic judgement denoted by →x, where x is then instantiated by "full", "partial", or "replay".
The small-step operational semantics transitions one program state to another, where a program state consists of a monotonically increasing version clock, a heap, and a thread pool. A source program e starts with the version clock set to 0, the empty heap, and a single thread ·; e . A terminal program state consists of only threads that have finished evaluating their expressions to values.
Rules PARL and PARR are used to nondeterministically choose a thread to execute. The SPAWN rule is used to create a new thread, where the newly created thread evaluates the expression given to spawn. In order to simplify the semantics, we do not allow threads to be created inside transactions. The BETA rule is used for applying a function, where e[x → v] is the capture-avoiding substitution of v for x in e.
The READG rule is used for reading from a tref in the global heap that does not exist in the thread's write set, where L|w is the log restricted to the write mappings. The location of the tref is looked up in the heap, yielding the value and version number associated with the location. This rule additionally requires that the version number associated with the location (S ) is older (less than) than the thread's read version (S), which enforces part of the opacity property described in Section 2. In the conclusion of the rule, we create a read mapping in the thread's log from the location read to the current evaluation context. The READL rule simply returns the value found when looking up the location in the thread's log.
The WRITE rule records a write to a tref in the log, shadowing any previous write mappings of the location in the log. The ALLOC rule creates a new reference, which can only be performed outside of a transaction. In the implementation, this restriction is not in place; however, this substantially simplifies the proof of equivalence discussed later.
The ATOMIC rule begins a transaction by grabbing a new read version from the global clock and transitioning into the inatomic intermediate form with transactional info initialized with the read version, an empty log, and the initial intermediate form. In our semantics, we do not allow nested transactions, so we treat them as idempotent (the NATOMIC rule). As noted in [KH08] , partial aborts can be used to capture many common nested transaction idioms.
The COMMIT rule is used to commit a transaction. This rule relies on the validate judgement given in Figure 4 ; for now it suffices to know that if validate applied to a log L yields commit(H ), then the log could be validated in the current program state and H is the global heap with all locally written trefs committed. The COMMIT rule requires that validate yields a commit and then continues with the current heap replaced by the one returned by validation.
The →partial relation (Figure 3 ) describes the extension specific to performing partial aborts and simply requires the addition of two rules that also rely on the validate judgement. The
ABORT PARTIAL rule is used to partially abort a transaction. If validate applied to a log L yields abort(L ; E ; ), then the log could not be fully validated in the current program state due to a conflict, L is the prefix of the log that could be validated, and E is the continuation of the read of location at which the conflict occurred. The ABORT PARTIAL rule requires that validate yields an abort and then continues with a new read version retrieved from the global clock, the partially validated log, and the continuation applied to the read of the location. Note that the ABORT PARTIAL rule is not syntax directed; rather, it can be applied nondeterministically at any time that the log cannot be fully validated. In practice, the ABORT PARTIAL rule is applied when the transaction has completed and the COMMIT rule does not apply. The READG PARTIAL rule is used for eagerly detected conflicts. One might expect that the ABORT PARTIAL rule suffices to capture the semantics of our full abort algorithm, where an eager abort would correspond to the inapplicability of the READG rule and, instead, applying ABORT PARTIAL. However, it is possible for a thread to attempt to read a tref that was updated after it started its transaction while also having a fully valid log (e.g., when the log is empty and the first read is of a newly updated tref). Since the whole log is valid, the ABORT PARTIAL rule is not applicable. In the READG PARTIAL rule, we validate the log extended with a mapping for this attempted read of the out-of-date tref, guaranteeing that validation will discover a point of conflict and abort. Figure 4 gives the rules for validating a transactional log. This judgement relates a 4-tuple containing a thread's read version, its log, the global heap, and a write version to be written into committed trefs, to a result indicating whether validation succeeded or failed. If any read tref in the log is out of date, validation fails, yielding the log prior to the invalid read and the continuation and location of the invalid read. If validation succeeds, then validate yields a new heap containing all of the local tref writes in the log committed to the global heap. Note that the log is validated in chronological order; this ensures that if multiple conflicts are detected, the log, continuation, and location correspond to the earliest conflict that occurred, which is essential for the correctness of our algorithm.
Log Validation
The CEMPTY rule indicates that the empty log can trivially be validated. The APWRITE and APREAD rules propagate an abort through a write or read mapping in the log: if validation failed on an earlier operation in the log, then the entire validation process aborts; note that this propagates the earliest conflict information. The CPWRITE rule propagates a commit through a write mapping, by extending the committed global heap with a binding from the location to the written value and the write version; note that if a log records multiple updates to the same tref, then the latest one will shadow all earlier ones in the final committed global heap. The CPREAD rule propagates a commit through a valid read by requiring that the write version associated with the read tref in the current global heap is still older (less than) than the thread's read version. Finally, the AREAD rule initiates an abort at an invalid read when the write version associated with the read tref in the current global heap is newer (greater than) than the thread's read version; an abort result is returned with the portion of the log prior to the invalid read, the continuation of the invalid read, and the location of the invalid read.
Equivalence
The correctness of the full abort algorithm has been proven in previous work [KPH10] . In this paper, we simply prove that performing partial aborts yields the same final program states as performing full aborts and use this equivalence to deduce the correctness of our extension. The semantics for the full abort algorithm consists of the common rules (→x) and two additional →full rules (Figure 5 . The ABORT FULL rule is used to fully abort a transaction. Rather than making use of the log, continuation, and location returned from validation, execution proceeds with an empty log and the initial expression recorded at the beginning of the transaction.
abort(L ; E ; ) C; H; S; L; e0 ; e →full C + 1; H; C; ·; e0 ; e0 ABORT FULL The READG FULL rule is used for eagerly detecting conflicts similar to READG PARTIAL except that a full abort takes place and there is no need for validation. In order to show that our partial abort extension has the same desirable properties as the full abort algorithm, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Equivalence). ∀e C H T , if Done(T ), then 0; ·; ·; e → * partial C; H; T iff 0; ·; ·; e → * full C; H; T .
where Done(T ) specifies that every thread in T is not in a transaction and has evaluated its expression to a final value. The proof proceeds by proving the two directions of the if and only if.
First, we give a well-formedness judgement in Figure 7 . This essentially says that for each thread currently in a transaction, the transaction can be re-executed from the beginning to its current state using a "replay" semantics, which consists of the common rules (→x) and one additional →replay rule (Figure 6 ). The READG REPLAY rule is very similar to the READG rule except that the read is of an out-of-date tref; in this case, we allow the thread to continue with a value that has been "pulled out of thin air" (although, to be used in a derivation of the well-formedness judgement, the READG REPLAY rule will necessarily choose the value of the read found in the log of the thread state that it is trying to recreate). This rule makes it easy to show that well-formedness is preserved by the partial abort step relation (→partial); in particular, when one thread commits via the COMMIT rule, other threads' logs may become invalid due to the updates to the global heap, yet they remain replay-able via the READG REPLAY rule. With the WellFormed judgement, we can prove the forward direction of Theorem 1 using the following theorem: AheadOf(C; H; ·; e ; ·; e ) C; H; S; L; e0 ; e → * replay C; H; S; L ; e0 ; e AheadOf(C; H; S; L; e0 ; e ; S; L ; e0 ; e ) AheadOf(C; H; Tf1; Tp1) AheadOf(C; H; Tf2; Tp2) AheadOf(C; H; Tf1 ∪ Tf2; Tp1 ∪ Tp2) Proof Sketch. By induction on the derivation of C; H; T → * partial C ; H ; T and case analysis of the last →partial step taken. The only interesting cases are the ABORT PARTIAL and READG PARTIAL rules. In these cases, partial abort steps to the thread state returned from the validate judgement and full abort steps to the initial expression recorded at the beginning of the transaction. We need to show that full abort can "catch up" to partial abort, which can be done by simulating the derivation provided by well-formedness. Note that the replay of the aborted thread does not require the READG REPLAY rule, since the partially-aborted thread has been restarted with a valid log.
The other direction of the proof is slightly trickier. The problem is that we need to show that if a full abort takes place, then there is an equivalent partial abort step. Basically, we need a way of specifying that the partial abort program state is "in the future of" the full abort program state. To do so, we give an "ahead-of" judgement in Figure 8 that relates two thread pools. The AheadOf relation specifies that a transactional thread in one pool is related to a corresponding transactional thread in the other pool if the first thread can "catch up" to the second thread using the replay step relation (→replay) and specifies that a non-transactional thread is only related to an identical non-transactional thread. Therefore, if AheadOf(C; H; Tf; Tp) and Tf is either the initial program state or a final program state, then it must be the case that Tp = Tf. With the AheadOf judgement, we can prove the backward direction of Theorem 1 using the following theorem:
Proof Sketch. By induction on C; H; T f → * full C ; H ; T f and case analysis of the last →full step taken. The most interesting case is the COMMIT rule. In this case, we know that the full abort thread is ready to commit, so it must be of the form S; L; e0 ; E[inatomic(v)] . From AheadOf(C; H; S; L; e0 ; E[inatomic(v)] ; Tp), we know that Tp is of the form:
S; L ; e0 ; e and C; H; S; L; e0 ; E[inatomic(v)] → * replay C; H; S; L ; e0 ; e , but there is no way for this thread to take a step while remaining in the transaction, since it has finished evaluating its expression to a value. Therefore, it must be the case that Tp = S; L; e0 ; E[inatomic(v)] , allowing it to also commit in the partial abort semantics.
Note that many cases and supporting lemmas are left out for brevity and that the proof sketches provided are only meant to give the reader a high level intuition as to how the details of the proof fit together. Full details about the proof can be found in the Coq formalization at http://www.cs.rit.edu/˜ml9951/ icfp15-coq-proofs.tar.
Manticore
We have implemented our partial-abort extension in the context of the Manticore project [FFR + 07]. Manticore is an effort to design and implement a functional programming language with support for parallelism and concurrency. It consists of: the Parallel ML (PML) language, a parallel dialect of Standard ML [MTHM97] extended with implicit fine-grain parallelism [FRRS11] and with explicit CML-style concurrency [Rep99, RRX09] ; the pmlc compiler, a whole-program compiler from PML source to native x86-64 (a.k.a., AMD64) code; and the Manticore runtime system, which provides memory management, process abstraction, thread scheduling, work stealing, and message passing. In this section, we highlight a few details about the compiler and runtime system that are relevant to the implementation of partial-abort transactions in Manticore.
Compiler Architecture
The pmlc compiler is a whole-program compiler and has the standard organization as a sequence of transformations between and optimizations of various intermediate representations (IRs). There are six distinct IRs in the pmlc compiler:
1. Parse tree -the result of parsing 2. AST -an explicitly-typed abstract syntax tree representation, produced by type checking 3. BOM -a direct-style normalized λ-calculus 4. CPS -a continuation-passing-style λ-calculus 5. CFG -a first-order control-flow graph representation 6. MLTree -an expression-tree representation used by the ML-RISC code-generation framework [GGR94] 4.1.1 BOM
The BOM IR plays a key role in the implementation of the Manticore runtime system. Although a small runtime kernel that implements garbage collection (see Section 4.2) and various machinelevel scheduler operations is written in C, the majority of the Manticore runtime system, including the scheduling infrastructure [FRR08] and the STM implementation of this work, is written in (an unnormalized, external, concrete sytax for) BOM. 1 In order to compile a program, the pmlc compiler loads both PML source code written by the user and BOM runtime code written by the developers. By defining much of the runtime system in external files in BOM, it is easy to modify the implementation of many aspects of the runtime system in an expressive language with higher-order functions, pattern matching, and garbage collection. Furthermore, since BOM is a compiler IR, the user application code and the runtime system code can be combined and optimized together.
The BOM IR has several notable features:
• It supports first-class continuations with a binding form that reifies the current continuation. First-class continuations are a well-known language-level mechanism for expressing concurrency [Wan80, HFW84, Rep89, Ram90, Shi97, Rep99]; they serve as the foundation for the Manticore scheduling infrastructure [FRR08] and are used in this work for efficiently performing partial aborts of transactions. 
CPS, CFG, and Heap-Allocated Continuations
The CPS IR is the final higher-order representation used in the compiler. For the translation from the BOM IR to the CPS IR, the Danvy-Filinski CPS transformation [DF92] is used, but the implementation is simplified by the fact that BOM is a normalized direct-style representation. The translation from direct style to continuation-passing style eliminates the special handling of continuations, so that capturing a continuation is effectively a variablevariable copy and subject to copy propagation, and makes control flow explicit. Using higher-order control-flow analysis, we perform a number of further optimizations on the CPS IR program, such as arity-raising [BR09] and aggressive inlining [BFL + 14] . The CPS IR is translated to the CFG IR, a first-order controlflow-graph representation, by applying closure conversion. The transformation also handles the heap allocation of first-class continuationsà la SML/NJ [App92] . Although heap-allocated continuations impose some extra overhead for sequential execution, due to a high allocation rate of short-lived data and more frequent garbage collections, they provide a number of advantages:
• Creating/capturing a continuation just requires the heap allocation of a small (< 100 bytes) object, so it is fast and imposes little space overhead.
• Since continuations are immutable values, many nasty race conditions in the scheduler can be avoided.
• Heap-allocated first-class continuations do not have the lifetime limitations of one-shot [BWD96] and escaping [RP00, FR02] continuations, which is essential for the work presented here.
Garbage Collection and Heap Architecture
The Manticore garbage collector is based on a novel combination of the Doligez-Leroy-Gonthier (DLG) parallel collector [DL93, DG94] and the Appel semi-generational collector [App89] and is described more fully in previous work [ABFR11] . From the DLG collector, we adopt an overall heap architecture with both a private local heap for each virtual processor (an abstraction of a hardware processor) and a global heap shared by all virtual processors; the Appel collector is used to garbage collect the local heaps. Threads executing on a virtual processor allocate new data in the virtual processor's local heap. When the local heap is full, a minor collection is performed and, if necessary, a major collection promotes live data from the local heap to the global heap. So that minor and major collections of a virtual processor can be completed without synchronizing with other virtual processors to establish a root set, we adopt two invariants from the DLG collector: first, there cannot be any pointers from the global heap into any local heap, and, second, there cannot be any pointers from one local heap into another local heap. In order to maintain these invariants, it is occasionally necessary to explicitly promote newly allocated data to the global heap in order to pass a reference to the data to another virtual processor or to update a mutable object in the global heap to reference the data.
Implementation
The STM library is implemented in the BOM IR, which as previously mentioned includes mutable references and first-class continuations. This substantially simplifies the implementation, requiring less than 400 lines of code and zero modifications to the compiler or runtime kernel. Source code for our implementation can be found at http://manticore.cs.uchicago.edu. In BOM, a tref can be represented as:
type 'a tref = !('a * long * long)
where the ! indicates that the type is a mutable tuple. The first element of the tuple is for the contents of the tvar that are read from and written to by the programmer. The second element is for the version number of the tref and the last element serves as a lock for the tref. A tref is locked by writing the thread's read version into the tref; a thread can use the lock value to determine if it has already acquired a given lock. Each thread maintains three pieces of information within its thread local storage: a read version, a write set, and a read set. When a thread begins executing a transaction, it acquires the read version from the global clock.
Writes
Writing to a tref is the simplest operation. Each time a tref is written, an entry is added to the write set that records both the tref being written to and the value being written. Note that we do not perform destructive updates in the write set when the same tref is written to more than once during the transaction. This is necessary to properly restore the state of the write set when performing partial aborts (see Section 5.4).
Reads
Each time a tref is read, the write set is first consulted to determine if the tref has been written to during the transaction; if so, then the value of the most recent entry for the tref in the write set is returned. If there is no entry for the tref in the write set, then the tref is checked for validity, by comparing the version number associated with the tref to the thread's read version. If the tref is valid, then an entry is added to the read set that records the tref being read, the current continuation, and a pointer to the current write set as depicted in Figure 9 . If the tref is out of date, then we acquire a version number from the global clock and validate the read set as described in Section 5.4, which will determine if a partial abort is necessary.
Commit
When committing a transaction, a thread first acquires the lock for every tref recorded in the write set. Next, a write version is acquired Read Set Figure 9 . Layout of Read/Write sets from the global clock and the read set is validated as described in the next section. If any part of the read set is invalid with respect to the read version, then an abort occurs and returns execution to the point of conflict. If validation succeeds, then for each tref in the write set, we write the recorded value into the tref, update the version number associated with the tref to the write version, and release the tref lock.
Read Set Validation
When validating the read set, whether after detecting an eager conflict or during a commit, the validation is performed with respect to the thread's read version. During the tail-recursive traversal of the read set, we maintain a checkpoint parameter of type: ('a tref * 'a cont * read_set) option, where NONE corresponds to having seen no out of date tref. If a tref is found to be out of date, then we update the checkpoint parameter to SOME(tr, k, rs), where tr, k, and rs are the tref read from, the continuation captured at the read, and the remaining read set respectively. We then traverse the remaining portion of the read set in order to find any earlier conflicts. After traversing the entire read set, if the checkpoint is of the form SOME(tr, k, rs), then we perform the following steps:
• Update the thread's read set to rs
• Update the write set to the portion of the write set that rs points to (see Figure 9 ) • Update the read version to the version number received prior to validation • Throw to k If, after traversing the entire read set, the checkpoint is of the form NONE, then we do one of two things. If we validated the read set because a transaction is trying to commit, then we continue with the commit phase by pushing the thread's write set into the global store. If we validated because a conflict was eagerly detected in a read, then we update the thread's read version to the version number acquired before validation and continue with the transaction; the value read from the tref during the eager conflict detection is now likely to be valid with respect to the new read version.
There is an interesting connection to be made here with a previously proposed optimization of similar full-abort STM implementations known as timebase extension [RFF07] . In that work, the authors propose to validate the read set every time a tref is found to be out of date when reading. If the entire read set is still valid, then the transaction can continue with a new read version that the thread acquires before performing validation. If validation fails, then the transaction aborts and restarts from the beginning. This optimization falls out naturally from performing partial aborts when a conflict is detected eagerly and generalizes the previously proposed method by being able to salvage a portion of the transaction if the entire read set cannot be validated.
Garbage Collection
The implementation presented thus far sounds good in theory; however, in practice, it does not yield impressive results. As a preliminary benchmark, we tested this implementation on an ordered linked list benchmark, where each thread performs 4,000 operations including lookup, insertion, and deletion from the list. We found that the partial abort implementation performed marginally slower than the full abort reference implementation. When taking a closer look at the performance, we found that keeping a continuation for each tref that was read had substantial impacts on garbage collection performance. Figure 10 contains the results of the linked list benchmark. Interestingly enough, the partial abort implementation discussed thus far (Column 2) aborts fewer transactions, causing it to perform less work, and in turn allocate less data, yet spends 3X time performing garbage collection compared to full abort. The reason for these unexpected results is due to the liveness of the continuations being recorded in the read set. In the full abort implementation, a return continuation is allocated, passed into the read function, the tref is read from, and the return continuation is thrown to. Once the return continuation is invoked, there remain no more references to it, allowing the garbage collector to reclaim the space taken up by the closure. In the partial abort implementation, however, we maintain a pointer to this closure until either an abort takes place or the transaction commits. For the linked list benchmark, the read sets become very large (4,000+ entries), causing a substantial discrepancy in the heaps between the full abort and partial abort (with an unbounded number of continuations) implementations.
Bounding Continuations
In an effort to deal with the garbage collection issue, we have devised a scheme to limit the number of continuations held by any transaction to a constant factor. This constant factor is determined based on the size of the heap, rather than tuned in an applicationspecific manner. The same constant is used for each benchmark presented in Section 6.
The first change made to support bounded continuations is that elements in the read set may or may not contain a continuation. This requires a slight modification of the commit and eager detection code, where we now revert control to the latest safe checkpoint, which is not necessarily the exact point of the conflict. Second, we have changed the representation of the read set from a traditional linked list to a skip list as depicted in Figure 11 . There still exists a long path, which passes through every node in the linked list; however, there is also now a short path which only passes through items in the linked list that contain a continuation. Lastly, each Threads begin by capturing a continuation at every read from a tref. As soon as the maximum number of continuations is reached (20 in our implementation), we walk the short path of the read set and drop the continuation for every other entry. Then the frequency is updated to capture a continuation at every other read. Figure 11 shows the read set after this filtering has occurred, so when the next tref is read from (T6), we will not capture a continuation and will not add it to the short path, but when T7 is read, a continuation will be captured and added to the short path. Once the maximum is reached a second time, we again drop every other continuation and start capturing every 4 continuations. The frequency continues to double each time the bound is reached and the read set is filtered. This approach allows us to limit the number of continuations to a constant factor, while maintaining an even distribution of checkpoints throughout the transaction: even if a conflicting read does not have a continuation, the latest safe checkpoint will nonetheless salvage a good portion of the transaction. It is also worth noting that by using the skip list, we can perform the filtering operation in constant time.
Looking back at Figure 10 , we can see that this does in fact have dramatic savings in just about every respect. The execution time improved by nearly 26% relative to the full abort implementation. Additionally, the number of aborted transactions was reduced even further compared to the partial abort implementation with unbounded continuations. The amount of allocated data sits somewhere between full and unbounded partial abort. It is less than full abort implementation, because fewer transactions are being aborted, so less work is being done, corresponding to less allocation. However, the read set requires that additional information be maintained and uses slightly more space than the unbounded partial abort implementation. That said, the time spent doing GC is substantially better than unbounded partial abort and slightly better than full abort. The improved garbage collection time over full abort can be attributed to the fact that less data is being allocated.
Chronologically Ordered Read Sets
One downside to the linked list representation we have chosen for our read set is that the entire list needs to be scanned to detect a conflict when performing partial aborts. Since a read item is consed onto the head of the list each time, the natural order of traversing the list corresponds to the reverse chronological order. This is fine for the full abort implementation, since it is only concerned with whether a conflict exists or not; thus, if traversing in reverse chronological order, as soon as a conflict is found the transaction can abort without looking at the rest of the list. When performing partial aborts, in order to preserve correctness, we must scan the entire list, to ensure that the chronologically earliest conflict is found. The ability to append onto the end of a linked list could potentially speed up the read set validation process substantially, by maintaining a read set that is in chronological order. Unfortunately, the Manticore heap layout precludes us from doing this efficiently. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the split heap representation used in Manticore requires that we maintain two invariants. First, there cannot be any pointers from the global heap into any local heap, and second, there cannot be any pointers from a local heap into another local heap.
Implementing a chronologically ordered read set can potentially violate the first invariant. If a garbage collection occurs in a local heap, it is possible that the read set can get promoted to the global heap. If we then allocate a new node for an entry in the read set and append it on to the end of the list, we will have the tail of the linked list, which exists in the global heap, pointing to a newly allocated node that exists in a local heap. The way to get around this is to promote newly allocated elements into the global heap before appending them onto the end of the list. Unfortunately, in order to preserve the heap invariants, everything transitively reachable also needs to be promoted, which includes the closure of the return continuation, adding significant overhead to every read.
Evaluation
Our benchmark machine is a Dell PowerEdge R815 machine, equipped with 48 cores and 128 GB of physical memory. This machine runs x86 64 Ubuntu Linux 10.04.2 LTS, kernel version 2.6.32-67. The 48 cores are provided by four 12 core AMD Opteron 6172 "Magny Cours" processors; each core operates at 2.1 GHz and is equipped with 64 KB of instruction and data L1 cache and 512 KB of L2 cache; each processor is equipped with two 6 MB L3 caches (each of which is shared by six cores).
Benchmarks
To quantify the performance benefit of partial aborts, we have selected eight benchmarks typically used in evaluating STM; many come from the STAMP benchmark suite [CCKO08] . Benchmarks were chosen to provide a wide spectrum of workloads including long transactions, short transactions, and a mix of the two. In this evaluation, we only consider the partial abort implementation that includes the bounded continuation optimization described in Section 5.6, where we limit the number of continuations to 20 for each transaction.
Linked List Linked List implements an ordered linked list, where each node in the linked list is represented as a tref. The list is (sequentially) initialized with 4,000 elements and then each thread performs 3,000 operations, consisting of queries, insertions, and deletions with a ratio of 2:4:1 [SLM08] . This benchmark consists of very long transactions, which present excellent opportunities for partial aborts.
Delaunay Mesh (STAMP) Delaunay Mesh implements Ruppert's algorithm for Delaunay mesh refinement. The mesh is represented as a graph of triangles, where each triangle is represented as a tref. Additionally, there is a shared work queue that is protected by a tref. This benchmark consists of both very short transactions (enqueuing/dequeuing from the work queue) and mediumshort transactions (refining the mesh).
Labyrinth (STAMP) Labyrinth implements Lee's parallel routing algorithm [WKL07] . The objective is to find a path for all source-destination pairs concurrently without having any overlapping paths. This benchmark exhibits very long transactions with large write sets.
Red Black Tree Red Black Tree implements a concurrent self balancing binary search tree, where each node is protected by a tref. The tree is (sequentially) initialized with 100,000 elements and then each thread performs 500,000 operations, consisting of queries, insertions, and deletions with a ratio of 1:1:1. This benchmark exhibits medium-length transactions.
Vacation (STAMP)
Vacation simulates a travel reservation system. The reservation system consists of a database represented as a binary search tree with a tref at each node. Clients are able to make and cancel reservations and the travel reservation system is able to add and remove available reservations. This benchmark exhibits medium length transactions.
KMeans (STAMP)
KMeans implements a clustering algorithm commonly used in data mining and machine learning. A transaction is used to protect the update of the cluster centers, which amounts to incrementing a counter by a constant. This benchmark consists of very small transactions (1 read and 1 write) permitting zero opportunities for partially-aborting a transaction.
Sudoku Sudoku implements a concurrent sudoku puzzle solver [PSS + 08] for 16 X 16 sized puzzles. Each cell in the puzzle is protected by a tref. In each iteration of the solving process the board is pruned, where one thread prunes across the rows, one across the columns, and one across the boxes. Threads can potentially prune the same element of the board, which makes use of transactions. This benchmark has medium length transactions.
STMBench7 STMBench7 [GKV07] is a benchmark specifically designed for evaluating transactional memory systems. The benchmark simulates an in-memory object graph for a CAD/CAM system, where threads perform randomly selected operations containing different transactional workloads (long, short, large write sets, etc.). 
Benchmark Results
Figure 12 presents results for the previously described benchmarks. Each benchmark is the average of 50 executions, each utilizing four threads. In terms of number of aborted transactions, partial abort performs better in the majority of cases, aborting more transactions only on Red Black Tree and STMBench7. Interestingly, partial abort reduces execution time by 6.33% on STMBench7 despite the fact that it aborts 57.75% more transactions and only 3.77% of the aborts were partial aborts. The reason for this is that some transactions in this benchmark are very large, so even a few partial aborts can have dramatic effects on execution time.
As is expected, the benchmarks that contain many large transactions benefit the most from performing partial aborts. Linked List and Labyrinth perform substantially better when partial aborts are performed, decreasing execution time by 26.94% and 31.67%, respectively. Most of the benchmarks that have medium length transactions also perform quite well, decreasing executing time 6%-18%, with the exception of Red Black Tree.
After looking into why the performance for Red Black Tree was so poor, we found that the position that we typically partially-abort to is very early on in the transactions. The problem is that when inserting or deleting from the tree, a path of nodes is read until the desired node is found. After inserting or deleting, the thread then rebalances the tree, which ends up re-reading that same path of nodes. If a conflict occurs on any node on that path, then we must abort back to the first read from that tref. In this case, the full abort implementation will detect the conflict early on; however, when performing partial aborts, we must traverse the entire read set in order to find the earliest safe checkpoint. Thus, we pay a large overhead in finding a safe place to abort to, but we get little benefit out of the partial abort since it occurs so close to the beginning of the transaction. Figure 13 contains a histogram describing this phenomenon. The bars are split into two categories, the dark colored portion represents conflicts that were detected eagerly (during a read) and the light colored portion represents conflicts that were detected at the end of a transaction. The x-axis indicates what portion of the transaction the thread partially aborted to with respect to the length of the read set. We can see that the vast majority of the aborts restored control to a position within the first 30% of the transaction. Note that almost all conflicts that aborted to the 30-100% portion of the transaction were eager conflicts, so the total number of reads performed at the point of validation is less, yielding a smaller benefit than a partial abort performed at commit time. We believe that performance would improve dramatically if a chronologically ordered skip list could be used for the read set, allowing validation to efficiently take place. For Delaunay Mesh Refinement, we see a minor speedup of 0.73%. This unimpressive improvement can be attributed to the mix of very short and medium-short transactions. When enqueuing/dequeueing from the work queue, there is no chance of partially aborting, which also drives up the number of full aborts for this benchmark: of the total aborts, only 16.43% are partial aborts.
KMeans also exhibits poor performance; however, this is to be expected as there is zero opportunity for partially aborting any transactions. This benchmark was used to serve as a baseline in order to see what kind of overheads are introduced from keeping the extra information in the read set. Interestingly enough, KMeans performs fewer aborts under the partial abort implementation despite the fact that it is not partially aborting anything. This can be attributed to the fact that if a thread detects an eager conflict and is able to validate its entire read set, it can continue with the transaction without aborting. Since read sets are very small in this benchmark, this happens quite often.
Throughput
One of the arguments we use to motivate partial aborts is that of fairness and throughput. In a context where some threads are executing short transactions that conflict with long running transactions, we would prefer the probability of a transaction committing to be as uniform as possible. To that effect, we have evaluated the throughput of partial aborts on an ordered linked list benchmark, where half of the threads perform their operations only on the first 50% of the linked list and the other half perform their operations only on the second half of the list. Thus, the threads operating in the first half have a much higher probability of committing their transaction. Each execution is run for 10 seconds and the total number of operations completed by the threads working in the second half of the list is recorded. Figures 14 and 15 contain the results of this experiment, giving the number of completed operations performed by second-half threads (Figure 14) and the percentage increase in throughput (measured by completed operations) relative to full abort (Figure 15) . Again, operations are only counted for the threads working in the second half of the list, as they are the ones at a disadvantage that we are interested in quantifying. Note that the number of threads along the x-axis indicates the total number of threads in the benchmark, so at the 48 core mark, there are 24 threads operating in the first half of the list and 24 threads working in the second half of the list.
Clearly, scalability is poor for the linked list benchmark; however, this is to be expected. This is an inherently sequential application, so, as contention gets higher, the number of aborted transactions goes up. That said, the partial abort implementation does perform much better than the full abort implementation. For full abort, the best total throughput occurs when there is only one thread working on each half of the linked list and degrades substantially as additional threads are added. The partial abort implementation performs better than full abort across the board on all configurations. Furthermore, there are five instances (cores 40-48), where the percentage increase in throughput exceeds 300%, maxing out at 351%.
Related Work
The most closely related work is [KH08] , where the authors first proposed partially aborting transactions. The main difference is in the implementation of partially aborting transactions. Here, the authors need to perform stack copying in order to safely revert control to a checkpoint in the event of a violation. In our work, we make use of the CPS transformation to perform checkpointing much more efficiently. Additionally, we provide a novel mechanism for controlling the number of checkpoints created that performs well across many of our benchmarks.
Gupta et al. also explored checkpointing transactions in [GSA10] . They attempt to control the number of checkpoints created by associating a conflict probability with each transactional location based on the number of times it is accessed within a transaction. Additionally, they use a frequency counter similar to what we present, however, this is a uniform constant that does not adapt as the transaction proceeds. This constant, is then application specific and would need to be tuned for each program.
Nested transactions have been proposed in a number of variations [MBM + 06, NMAT + 07, HS07], where atomic blocks can be nested arbitrarily. At the end of an atomic block, the read set is validated, and the transaction commits after the outermost atomic block can be validated. Figure 16 shows how nested transactions are commonly used as a checkpointing mechanism. On the left, we have a nested transaction towards the end of the outermost transaction. If validation fails in the inner transaction, then execution returns to the beginning of the second atomic, rather than going all Figure 16 . Common Nested Transactional Idioms the way back to the beginning. In the second example, the inner atomic is placed at the beginning, so that the log will be validated early in the hope of not wasting time executing the remainder of the outermost transaction if there is a violation at the beginning. These two idioms are essentially subsumed by checkpointing and eager conflict detection.
Timestamp extension [RFF07] has been used in many recently proposed STM systems [FFR08, SDMS09, RFF06] , where a new stamp is fetched from the global clock and the read set is validated when an eager conflict is detected. If the entire read set can be validated, then the transaction is able to proceed with the new time stamp, avoiding many spurious aborts. As was mentioned in Section 5.2, eager conflict detection with partial aborts generalizes this technique by additionally being able to salvage a portion of the transaction if validation of the entire log fails.
Ziarek et al. proposed a language abstraction called the stabilizer [ZSJ06] , which establishes a checkpoint in the context of concurrent message passing and transient faults. If a thread needs to re-execute a section of code due to a transient fault that includes message passing communication with another thread, then all threads involved revert to a safe checkpoint. This requires that transitive dependencies be tracked via an incremental graph construction scheme. Additionally, since checkpoints are created manually, they do not encounter the same problems that lead us to our bounded continuation optimization.
Checkpointing is a fundamental part of recent work on selfadjusting computation [LWFA08] . In this work, a selective CPS transformation is used for functions that are annotated as self adjusting so that continuations can efficiently be captured. The authors note significant overheads due to maintaining pointers to continuations and report all times without time spent doing garbage collection. We believe that our approach to bounding the number of continuations held at any given point could be used to solve this problem.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented an extension of a full-abort transactional memory algorithm that is able to efficiently support partial aborts for transactions. Previous attempts at this have required that checkpoints be explicitly inserted by the programmer, which we argue is burdensome and ineffective. Many of the benchmarks presented in Section 6 have unpredictable abort patterns. For example, with the linked list benchmark, there is equal probability of aborting at every tref in the linked list read from, which does not lead to any obvious point to manually place a checkpoint. Our approach to bounding the number of continuations maintained in the read set automatically learns the right granularity to capture continuations, leading to an efficient and easy to use implementation.
A second argument for transparently checkpointing transactions, is that it adapts with the composition of transactions. Compositionality is one commonly cited attractive feature of STM. If programmers are to manually insert checkpoints in their code, it is possible that a checkpoint makes sense in a given context, but when composed with other transactions, no longer has desirable perfor-mance. By automatically adjusting the frequency at which continuations are captured on a per transaction basis, we are able to find the right granularity regardless of composition.
Although the work presented here is based on the Transactional Locking II algorithm, our partial abort extension could easily be added on top of other lazy versioning STMs. In fact, we currently have a preliminary version of NoRec [DSS10] that has been extended with partial aborts. We leave it to future work to explore adding partial aborts to STMs that use encounter-time locking as opposed to lazy versioning.
We credit the initial design decisions of the Manticore runtime system for the elegance and simplicity of our implementation. Basing the scheduling infrastructure on first-class continuations led to very flexible scheduling policies [Rai10] , but also allowed us to implement our partial abort STM extension quite easily. The entire implementation is less than 400 lines of BOM code and did not require any modifications of the compiler or core runtime system. Furthermore, we believe that a number of extensions to our STM library can easily be added on top with little effort. For example, we could easily add manual checkpointing in the following manner: local val cpTRef = STM.new 0 in fun checkpoint() = (STM.get cpTRef; ()) end
Since no thread has the ability to write to cpTRef, it will always serve as a safe checkpoint in a thread's read set.
We are also interested in exploring user defined checkpointing policies in the future. Capturing continuations uniformly works well for the majority of benchmark applications that we presented in this work, however, certain applications, such as red black tree have odd conflict patterns that the programmer could characterize in a more ad hoc manner.
